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STATE OF ASSAM   -Vs-  SRI DULAL MEDHI & ONE 

 

IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE:: UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSIONS-23/2019 

u/s-341/324/307/34 IPC 

THE STATE OF ASSAM          -------- Smti RinaSaikia(Informant). 

 -Vs- 

1. SRI DULAL MEDHI & 

2. SRI SANTANU MEDHI                  --------- Accused persons. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

(1) Mr B. K Chetry: Ld Addl. PP for the State. 

(2) Mr M. C Narzari: LdDefence Counsel.  

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON         :23.04.19, 10.06.19, 27.06.19&15.07.2019. 

ARGUMENTS   HEARD ON          : 12.09.2019. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON        : 25.09.2019. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.   The brief facts of the case is that on 25/08/2018 one Smti RinaSaikialodged 

an FIR with the Officer-in-Charge of Rowta PS stating inter alia that on 

24.08.2018 at about 9.40 pm while her sons namely, Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri 

Rahul Saikia were returning from the house of RameshwarKonch after attending  

„annaprasanna‟, the accused persons namely, Sri DulalMedhi and Sri 

GirindraMedhi attacked with dagger on the heads of her sons in an attempt to 

kill them, due to which her sons suffered grievous injuries.Hence the Case. 

2.    On receipt of the FIR, Rowta P.S Case No-101/2018, u/s-341/326/307/34 

IPC was registered against the accused persons namely, Sri DulalMedhi and Sri 

GirindraMedhi. Investigation into the case was commenced and after the 

completion of usual investigation, charge-sheet u/s-341/324/307/34 IPC was 
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submitted against the accused persons namely, Sri DulalMedhi and Sri 

SantanuMedhi @ GirindraMedhi, to face the trial.  

3.     In due course, the case was committed to the Court of Hon‟ble Sessions 

Judge, Udalguri by the learned CJM, Udalguri and then the case was transferred 

to this Court for trial. 

4.       Trial of the case was commenced. The accused persons namely, Sri 

DulalMedhi and Sri SantanuMedhiappeared before the Court to face trial. After 

hearing both the sides and perusing the case record, charges in writing u/s-

341/324/307/34 IPC were framed. On being read over and explained the 

contents of the charges u/s-341/324/307/34 IPC, the accused persons pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to face the trial. 

5.         Points for Determination: - After considering the materials on record 

I have found the following points for determination- 

              I) Whether on 24/08/2018 at about 9.40 pm, the accused persons 

namely, Sri DulalMedhiand Sri SantanuMedhi, in furtherance of their 

common intention, wrongfully restrained Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri 

Rahul Saikia on the road while they were returning from the house of 

Sri RameshwarKonch? 

  II) Whether on the same date, time and place, the aforesaid accused persons, 

in furtherance of their common intention, voluntarily caused hurt to Sri 

DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia by dagger? & 

             III) Whether on the same date, time and place, the aforesaid 

accusedpersons, in furtherance of their common intention, attacked Sri 

DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia with dagger, with such intention 

and under such circumstances that, if by that act, death was caused, 

the accused persons would have been guilty of their murder?  

6.      To bring home its charges, the prosecution side examined as many as 

eight (8) witnesses namely, Sri DipankarSaikia(victim) as PW-1, Sri UjjalDekaas 

PW-2, Sri DebojitKonchas PW-3, Sri Rahul Saikia (victim)as PW-4, Smti 
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RinaSaikia (informant) as PW-5, Sri DeepjyotiKonch as PW-6, Sri Jadav Sharma 

(IO) as PW-7 and DrIftikar Hussain as PW-8.Prosecution side exhibited the FIR 

as Ext-1, Sketch Map of PO as Ext-2,Charge-sheetas Ext-3 andMedical 

Examination Reports of the victimsas Ext-4& Ext-5.After the closure of 

prosecution evidence, the accused persons were examined u/s-313 Cr.P.C, 

wherein their stands were of total denial. The accused persons declined to 

adduce defence evidence. I have also heard the argument of both the sides. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7.     To determine the above-mentioned points and to reach a judicial decision 

on the same, let me now adumbrate the evidences on record. 

Point No-I & II: 

8. Let me take up first two points together. The prosecution stand is that the 

accused persons namely, Sri DulalMedhi and Sri SantanuMedhi @ GirindraMedhi 

wrongfully restrained Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia on the road and 

then voluntarily caused hurt to them by dagger. The defence stand is thatthe 

accused DulalMedhi was assaulted by the victims (PW-1 & PW-4) along with 

some other persons of the locality including some witnesses and during that 

time, the victims suffered injuries accidentally. Now let me appreciate the 

germane evidences on record for deciding the points in hand.  

9.    PW-1 Sri DipankarSaikia, who is one of the victim, stated in his deposition 

that on 24.08.2018 he along with his brother Sri Rahul Saikia had gone to the 

house of one RameshwarKonch of their village to attend an 'Annaprasanna' 

party in his house. At about 9.40 pm after attending the party while they were 

returning therefrom along with Sri DebojyotiKonch, DeepjyotiKonch, BubulKonch 

and others, accused Sri DulalMedhi attacked him and his brother with dagger, 

due to which they suffered injuries on their head. PW-1 further stated that they 

fell down and raised hue and cry. Then the neighbouring people took them to 

Rowta PS and then they were taken to Rowta Hospital. 
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10.    Another victim PW-4 Sri Rahul Saikia stated in his deposition that on 

24.08.2018 he along with his brother Sri DipankarSaikia had gone to the house 

of one RameshwarKonch of their village to attend 'Annaprasanna' ceremony of 

his daughter. Then at about 9.45 pm while they were returning therefrom after 

attending the party along with Sri DebojyotiKonch, DeepjyotiKonch, BubulKonch 

and others, accused Sri DulalMedhi attacked his brother Dipankar with dagger in 

front of his house and when he tried to save his brother, the accused Dulal 

attacked him with dagger. PW-4 further stated that both of them suffered 

injuries on their head.  

11.    From the cross-examinations of the victims (PW-1 & PW-4), it is seen that 

no one was eye-witness to the incident but Sri DebojyotiKonch, DeepjyotiKonch, 

BubulKonch and others were with them but theydiverted to other road from a 

„chouk‟ for going to their respective houses.DebojitKonch (PW-3), 

DeepjyotiKonch (PW-6) and UjjalDeka (PW-2)stated in their depositions that Sri 

DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia were going in front of them at some 

distance as their house was at some distance from their house and after 

sometime they heard hue and cry and then they had seen the accused 

DulalMedhi was entering his house and they found Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri 

Rahul Saikia in injured condition.Further PW-2, PW-3 and PW-6 admitted in their 

cross-examination that they did not witness the accused DulalMedhiattacking the 

victims Dipankar and Rahul.  

12.     The ld Counsel for the accused persons argued that the accused 

DulalMedhi was assaulted by the victims (PW-1 & PW-4) along with some other 

persons including some witnesses and during that time, the victims suffered 

injuries. He further argued that the wife of the accused DulalMedhi lodged a 

case against the alleged victims (PW-1 & PW-4) along with some other persons 

and in order to save her sons (PW-1 & PW-4) from that case, the informant 

lodged this case. The ld Counsel further argued that most of the witnesses in 

this case are interested and inimical witnesses and as such their evidences can 

not be acted upon to determine the points in hand.  

13.       On the face of the above, let me revisit the evidences of the PWs. It can 

be seen that though the victim (PW-1) denied in his cross-examination that he 
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along with 15/16 other persons assaulted DulalMedhi on that night by entering 

into his house and also damaged his bike in his house but he (PW-1) admitted 

that the wife of DulalMedhi lodged a case against 16 number of persons 

including him and his brother Rahul Saikia and they also took bail from the 

police station.PW-1 further admitted that he had seen the accused DulalMedhi in 

the hospital. 

14.     Another victim (PW-4) admitted in his cross-examination that on the date 

of the incident with them, the wife of accused DulalMedhi also lodged a case, in 

which he (PW-4)is also an accused and he got bail from High Court in that 

case.PW-4 further admitted that accused DulalMedhi was also admitted in the 

hospital by police on the date of the incident with them and he had seen the 

accused DulalMedhi in the hospital.PW-4 denied that he along with his brother 

and other villagers attacked the accused Dulal on that day and while attacking 

the accused Dulal, they got injury.  

15.    PW-2 also admitted that he came to know that DulalMedhi was also 

admitted in Rowta hospital on that night. Another witness DebojitKonch(PW-3) 

admitted that he did not know whether TaraliMedhi, the wife of 

accusedDulalMedhi, lodged a case but he knew that his brother Swarnajyoti was 

also made an accused in a case including 16 other persons. PW-3 further 

admitted that he heard that DulalMedhi also took treatment at Rowta Civil 

Hospital. Informant (PW-5) admitted that about 2/3 years back the accused 

persons had some quarrel in the village and then the accused DulalMedhi lodged 

a Case in the Court, in which she was also an accused. PW-5 further admitted 

that TaraliMedhi, who is the wife of the accused DulalMedhi, lodged a case 

against some people of the village including her sons. PW-5 further admitted 

that she heard that the accused DulalMedhi was also taken to hospital by the 

police on that day and he was given treatment. Another witness 

DeepjyotiKonch(PW-6) also admitted that he heard that DulalMedhi was 

attacked by local people in his house and then the wife of the accused Sri 

DulalKonch lodged an FIR, in which he (PW-6) is an accused and he took bail 

from the Gauhati High Court.PW-6 also admitted that he came to know that 

DulalaMedhi was also admitted in the hospital on that night. 
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16.  IO (PW-7) admitted during his cross-examination that he visited the house 

of the accused DulalMedhi in the evening of the date of the incident but he was 

not found in the house as he came to know that DulalMedhi was in hospital as 

he got injury last night. PW-7 further admitted that another FIR was lodged by 

the wife of accused DulalMedhi out of the same incident and the same was 

registered as Rowta POS case No-100/2018 u/s-147/148/427/326/354/392/511 

IPC. 

17.    So, it is seen that all the witnesses including the informant and victims are 

accused in a case lodged by the wife of accused DulalMedhi. So, there is no 

doubt that the prosecution witnesses in this case are interested witnesses. All 

the PWs also admitted that the accused DulalMedhi was admitted in the hospital 

on that night. It can be seen that the defence has failed to explain as to how the 

accused DulalMedhi got injury. The ld Counsel for the accused persons referred 

to the following judgments of Hon‟ble SC to vindicate his stand that the 

prosecution case is a concocted one. 

18.   In Lakshmi Singh &Ors –Vs- State of Bihar [(1976)4 SCC 394], the 

Hon‟bleSC observed: “Where the prosecution fails to explain the injuries on the 

accused, two results follow: 

i) that the evidence of the prosecution witness is untrue & 

ii) that the injuries probabilise the plea taken by the accused/appellant.  

  It was further observed that in a murder case, the non-explanation of the 

injuries sustained by the accused at about the time of the occurrence or in the 

course of altercation is a very important circumstance from which the Court can 

draw the following inferences: 

i) That the prosecution has suppressed the genesis and the origin of 

the occurance and has thus not presented the true version; 

ii) That the witnesses who have denied the presence of injuries on 

the person of the accused are lying on a most material point and 

thus their evidence is unreliable; 
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iii) That in case there is a defence version which explains the injuries 

on the person of the accused, it assumes much greater importance 

where the evidence consists of interested or inimical witnesses or 

where the defence gives a version which competes in probability 

with that of the prosecution one.” 

19.     In Kumar –Vs- State, represented by Inspector of Police [2018 

SCAJ 127], Hon‟ble SC reiterated the observation made in Lakshmi Singh case 

by holding that the omission on the part of the prosecution to explain the 

injuries on the person of the accused assumes much greater importance where 

the evidence consists of interested or inimical witnesses or where the defence 

gives a version which competes in probability with that of the prosecution one. 

20.    In the instant case, admittedly the accused Sri DulalMedhi was also injured 

in the same occurance and he too was admitted in the hospital. It is also 

admitted position that the wife of accused DulalMedhi lodged an FIR alleging 

that the victims along with other persons had assaulted him. But the prosecution 

neither produces the medical record of the accused nor was the doctor 

examined on the nature of injuries sustained by the accused. Far too speak of 

producing the injury report of the accused, the prosecution witnesses including 

the injured/victims (PW-1 & PW-4) remained silent about the injuries sustained 

by the accused DulalMedhi or about the hospitalization of the accused rather it 

was only during their cross-examination that the defence brought out the same 

from the mouth of the witnesses.    

21.     Now let me put on record the evidence of MO (PW-8) who examined the 

injured persons. PW-8 stated that on examination of Sri DipankarSaikia, he 

found laceration over the left side of forehead of size 4 cm X 1 cm X 1 cm. 

Injury was recent, caused by sharp object and was grievous in nature. PW-8 

further stated that on examination of Sri RatulSaikia, he found laceration over 

the left side of forehead above eye. Injury was recent, caused by sharp object 

and was simple in nature. 

22.  Albeit the medical evidence shows that the victims (PW-1 & PW-4) suffered 

injuries but as stated above, the defence stand all along was that the victims 
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suffered injuries while they along with others attacked the accused DulalMedhi. 

It may be mentioned here that the PWs including the victims as well as the IO 

(PW-7) admitted that the accused DulalMedhi was also admitted in hospital on 

the night of the incident. In ThokchomBira Singh &Ors–Vs- Manipur 

Administration [1962 CriLJ 147], the Hon‟bleGauhati High Court held:“while 

the prosecution can not succeed unless it proves its case beyond reasonable 

doubt, the nature of proof required of an accused in substantiating the plea 

taken by him is different and it is sufficient if the accused proves that the plea 

taken by him is reasonable and probable. In such circumstances the accused is 

entitled to get benefit of doubt.” 

23.    In the instant case, the defence has been able to substantiate through the 

cross-examination of the prosecution witnesses that it is reasonable and 

probable that the victims (PW-1 & PW-4) got injuries while assaulting the 

accused Sri DulalMedhi. Had the prosecution approached the Court with clean 

hands, they would not have concealed the injury caused to the accused out of 

the same incident. It is also not the case of the prosecution that the accused 

DulalMedhimight have suffered injuries when the victims acted in self defence 

during assault on them by the accused DulalMedhi.  

24.    Another aspect which has created doubt on the veracity of the prosecution 

case is that one of the victim (PW-1) admitted that only the accused DulalMedhi 

was there at the time of the incident, while the other victim (PW-4) stated that 

other accused Santanu was also there with the accused DulalMedhi.Infact none 

of the victims implicated the accused SantanuMedhi for assault on them. Further 

the dagger which was allegedly used by the accused DulalMedhi in alleged 

commission of the offence could not be recovered by the IO during 

investigation. 

25.    Another aspect which has raised doubt on the prosecution case is while 

the victims (PW-1 & PW-4) deposed that they were rescued by the local people 

on hearing their hue and cry at the time of the incident but none of the 

witnesses examined by the prosecution are those local people rather all the 

other witnesses apart from informant, IO and MO are those persons who are 
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accused in the case lodged by the wife of the accused DulalMedhi and the said 

case arose out of the same incident.  

26.   On the face of what have been discussed above, I am of the opinion that 

the prosecution witnesses are not reliable and on the basis of depositions of 

such witnesses, the criminal liability can not be fastened on the accused persons 

and as such it can be said that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond 

reasonable doubt thatthe accused persons namely, Sri DulalMedhi and Sri 

SantanuMedhiwrongfully restrained Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia on 

the road and then voluntarily caused hurt to them by dagger. Hence both the 

points in hand are decided against the prosecution. 

Point No-III: 

27.    Further allegation of the prosecution is that the accused persons made an 

attempt to commit murder of the victims Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia 

with dagger. As we know that in order that a person may be guilty of attempt to 

murder u/s-307 IPC, the following two ingredients must be proved:  

a) an intention or knowledge of committing murder & 

b) the doing of an act towards it.   

28.       Now let me come to the question as to whether the accused persons of 

this case had requisite intention or knowledge as required for an offence under 

section-307 IPC. As is known such intention or knowledge of the accused must 

be gathered from the overall circumstances of the case and not from the 

consequences that was ensued. In the case in hand, it has already been decided 

above that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the 

accused persons namely, Sri DulalMedhi and Sri SantanuMedhi @ GirindraMedhi 

wrongfully restrained Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri Rahul Saikia on the road and 

then voluntarily caused hurt to them by dagger. Under such circumstances, 

commission of an offence u/s-307 IPC by the accused persons does not arise. 

So, it can be said that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable 

doubt that the accused persons attempted to kill Sri DipankarSaikia and Sri 
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Rahul Saikiaas alleged. Hence the point in hand is also decided against the 

prosecution.  

29.    On the basis of the above adumbration and decisions reached in the 

foregoing points, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to 

prove its case against theaccused persons namely, Sri DulalaMedhi and Sri 

SantanuMedhi beyond reasonable doubt. As such, the accused persons are 

acquitted of the charges leveled against them. 

30.     The bail-bonds for the accused persons would remain in force for the next 

six (6) months in view of Sec. 437-A CrPC. 

31.    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 25thday of September, 

2019.                        

 

                                                                    (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam. 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

I) PW-1                    : Sri DipankarSaikia; 

          II) PW-2                     : Sri UjjalDeka; 

          III) PW-3                    : Sri DebojitKonch; 

          IV) PW-4                     :  Sri Rahul Saikia; 

          V) PW-5        : Smti RinaSaikia (informant); 

         VI) PW-6                      : Sri DeepjyotiKonch; 
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         VII) PW-7                     : IO Sri Jadav Sharma & 

         VIII) PW-8                      : DrIftikar Hussain. 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

         I) Ext-1                        : FIR ; 

        II) Ext-2     : Sketch Map of PO; 

        III) Ext-3     : Charge-sheet &; 

        IV) Ext-4& Ext-5: Medical Examination Reports of victims. 

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES              : Nil. 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS  : Nil.                        

 

                                                          (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 

 


